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Generalcomments:
The document describesthe developmentof a risk model from the JapaneseLife Span
Study (LSS) cohort of atomic bomb survivors to be applied to the compensationof cases
of chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) among U.S. nuclear workers. In general, I
believe that the proposedmodel to be used from the LSS cohort [non-Hodgkin lymphoma
(NHL) combined with Hodgkin lymphoma and multiple myelomal is appropriate.I also
concur with the dose metric to be used in estimating risk from the LSS cohort. A much
more difficult issue is the selectionof the appropriateorgan or tissue for which dose
should be calculatedin considerationof the nuclear worker claimant's compensationcase.
This issue,unfortunately, is not discussedadequatelyin the document; it is virtually
unmentionedoutside of Appendix C, and no ultimate recommendationis given. This very
important topic should be moved from the Appendix to the main body of the document
and some firmer recommendationsmade on how to estimatean appropriatedose from
internal exposure.With no accountingfor the contribution to risk from internal dose,it is
unlikely that claims for compensationwill be successful(since a very high extemal dose
is required to meet the benchmarkof a 50Yoor greaterassignedshareat the upper 99olo
confidence limit). BecauseCLL is a form of NHL, it is not clear why a similar approach
could not be used to estimatea target organ for CLL. Lastly, to reducethe main body
length as a result of this changeand to increaseoverall clarity and focus for the
document,I recommendmoving the very lengthy section 3 (Origins, Characteristics,and
Clinical Featuresof CLL) to an Appendix. Other commentsand suggestionsare detailed
below.
Specific comments:
1.
The list of key referenceson p. 3 appearsslightly outdated.I suggestadding Silver
et al. (2007) and the publications in the 2007 Br J Haematol related to the workshop on
CLL held earlier that year. Thesereferences,cited extensively later in this document,
formed part of the justification for the decisionsmade in producing risk models.
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2.
In formulating the argumentsabout the radiogenicity (or lack thereof) of CLL, it
may be of interest to note that the Intemational Agency for Researchon Cancerrecently
excluded CLL along with other non-Hodgkin lymphoma and multiple myeloma from its
list of cancertypes having sufficient evidenceof radiogenicity (El GhissasiF, et al. 2009
Lancet Oncol l0:751-752). Consistenttreatmentof thesethree types of cancerwithin a
compensationprogram therefore makes sensefrom a scientific and epidemiologic
perspective,if the sole barrier to the inclusion of CLL has been lack of an available doseresponsemodel from the LSS cohort.
3.
As indicated in the General Comments,I suggestmoving Section 3 to an appendix
and only briefly summarizing it in the main body of the text. While it is important
information to illustrate the complexity of the natural history of CLL and its relation to
NHL, the material is describedin far too much detail for this document,and the important
information is not readily extractableby the reader.
4.
Section3 and the rest of the documentdescribeB-lymphocyteCLL very well, but I
saw no mention of T-lymphocyte CLL, which comprises5% of all CLL. Will all forms of
CLL use the samemodels and assumptions?It would be good to have this mentioned
explicitly.
5.
The implications of the lengthy exposition on B-lymphocyte maturation on p. 7
could be made more explicit. For example,the secondparagraphmentions germinal cell
division in lymph node follicles, but doesn't statethat this implies lymph node could be a
target organ for the developmentof the earliesteventscausingCLL.
The first paragraphon p. 11 misinterpretsa statementby Schubauer-Beriganet al.
6.
(2007). This statementwas not that an extendedlatency period suggestsradiation is a
promoter for CLL, but rather that a latency of 10 years does so. Considering CLL's long
pre-clinical and clinical phase,a latency of 10 years would be very short for CLL
mortality, which is what the study was basedupon. Indeed,the researchpresented
elsewherein the reviewed documentalso would lead to such a conclusion. Pleasecorrect
the misinterpretationof the reference.
7.
The secondfull paragraphon p. I I is repetitive and confusing. What does"75oh
diagnosedat an averageage of 60" mean?If this sentenceis retained it should be rewritten to indicate the median ageat diagnosisor some other meaningful fractile.
8.
The first full paragraphon p. 13 containssome confusing information about CLL
coding in ICD-8. There is a unique code for CLL in that revision,204.l (the sameas
ICD-9). I think the paragraphis trying to statethat this code was lumped in with other
codes.This is not a problem stemming from the ICD coding per se, but rather with how
the investigatorschoseto group CLL.
The relevanceof the first full paragraphon p. 14 is unclear. I would retain it only if
9.
it shedslight on the appropriatetarget organ for CLL or is otherwise directly relevant to
the questionsat hand about deriving an appropriaterisk assessmentmodel for
compensation.
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10. Use of a pooled estimateforNHL, Hodgkin lymphoma,and multiple myeloma is
describedin the text (p. 14) but is not shown in Table 2. Pleaseprovide theseestimatesin
Table 2 or in the text.
11. The effects of attainedage and ageat exposurewould be more easily
understandableif there were a verbal description of their net effect on p. 15.
12. I would not arguethat there is much support for a risk transportmodel like that used
for breastcancer.The latter's departurefrom the standardrisk transport model employed
for other cancersin IREP derives from the very comprehensiveepidemiologic studiesthat
have been able to answerthis question directly for breastcancer.Such evidenceis simply
not available for CLL. Occupationalstudieshave exposuresthat are too low to permit
discrimination betweenmultiplicative and additive interaction with other risk factors
(which are not even generally understoodfor CLL). For this reason,I support the use of
the "uninformed" transport model.
13. The discussionof latency on p. 20 does not mention the recent paper by SchubauerBerigan et al. (2007), which explored the latency questionthrough use of time windows.
An overall dose-responsewas seenfor exposuresless than 100 mSv. The time windows
analysis for this group suggestedthat a latency of 10 yearswas appropriate(no evidence
of risk was seenin shortertime windows). And, this was for a mortality study. Latency
for CLL incidence would be expectedto be shorter still.
14. The sampleresults in Table 3 on p. 23 appearto be given as percentages,not
probabilities, though they are not labeled that way. Pleaseclarify the labels on this table
so that the results are more easily comprehended.
15. The document endsrather abruptly onp.24, with no discussionof the very
important material in Appendix C. I suggestthat this Appendix be incorporatedinto the
document,as the target organ for which dosesshould be estimatedis very important for
compensationpurposes.
16. Appendix B, p. 39: suggestincorporating information from the third column of
Table III of Schubauer-Beriganet al. (2007), as mentioned in comment 13 above.
17. TablesB.9 and B.10 are not really relevantfor a discussionof CLL latencywithout
an appropriate denominator.
18. Appendix C, while providing a very useful discussionof the complex issues
involved, ultimately does not provide a firm recommendationon the target organ for
which dose should be estimated.It is not clear why this issue is substantivelymore
challenging for CLL than for other forms of NHL, for which a model and a dose
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